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Michael Jackson Speaks to Me From Grave, Is
Madly in Love With Me, Says Florida Psychic
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ThisIsItLilly.com

"Lilly" draws herself channeling MJ.

Hate to give loonies like Florida resident Sylvia Schenatzky free yellow journalism, but her new ebookon an alleged series of clairvoyant conversations with Michael Jackson since his 2009 death is too
hilarious to pass up.
"He kept saying that he wanted me to believe and that he needed my help," Schenatzky says in her own
press release, calling herself a "diminutive blonde." Off to a good start.
As the story goes...
Jackson contacted Schenatzky from the grave, calling her "Lilly" after a "sister in a past life" -- "the only
one who could deliver his message." But the sisterly love gets scary incestual in a brand-new Jackson
track (!) that the artist supposedly "channeled" to the self-proclaimed psychic.
From the book:
I am the light of the world - This is his way of him telling me he can see and be anywhere
in the universe at any given moment and he wants people to know about this immense
love he can feel.
I know this for sure it is real - This is the love between Michael and me that is real. This
is not a fake love because I was falling in love with him every day.
It feels like I have seen your face a thousand times - Michael continues to tell me that he
knew me in a past life. I was his sister and he called me Lilly which is what the lyric
means, he knew my face immediately from a previous life.
You really have me to yourself - This love we shared was strictly between us and no one
else knew or understood what was happening.
I know you are addicted with your eyes - I was totally addicted to him so much so my
family would say I was "MJ addicted." I would watch and listen to every interview, show,
telecast, movie on television about Michael. It really was like I was addicted to a drug
but it was Michael I was addicted to.

Yikes. Not only is the King of Pop incapable of writing a song this terrible, but Lilly's "channel" is chock
full of psychotic-fan red flags -- totally outing her as an attention whore with an unhealthy obsession.
We recommend she seek treatment immediately. As for the rest of us, we're not sure we'll ever recover
from reading this alleged poem from Jackson to Elizabeth Taylor. Last line: "If I can comfort you/ Don't
be afraid/ When you feel my arms on your shoulders." =(
[@simone_electra/swilson@laweekly.com]
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Nikki7 3 weeks ago
•
She’s not crazy. If you would have asked me that a year ago I’d say
yes. But it happened to me too and to other I found on the internet. We
all seem to have the same story. This spirit comes into women’s lives
(being MJ or a spirit pretending to be him) and offers the same romantic
music, This is It, Speechless, City of Angels movie, Iris (Goo Goo
dolls) etc. and the same romantic lure. I too was not a crazy fan, it
just happened after his death. This spirit needs help crossing over, and
not books written about him. I love Michael, but I think it’s time
someone helps him and says NO to writing books etc. All these women
think they are the only one, but they are not. I believe he is confused
and need spiritual help.
Michael was a very loving human being. However he, as with many other
souls stay earthbound for various reasons. It is not good, and we
cannot encourage them to stay. This has been going on with me for almost
a year. How can 3 woman have a similar story and songs he used to get
our attention? At first, since I NEVER had a psychic experience or
communication with deceased, I thought I was imagining it. But after
several months I knew it was very real. Now I hear similar stories with
this woman and another, and I know what’s been happening. Earthbound
spirits are confused and can also bring in unwanted spirits which is
what has happened to me. I am still dealing with them. I’ve sought
clergy help, paranormal help etc. I have offered to contact his family
privately, but to no avail. I wish anyone who has had contact would try
to get this spirit to cross over or go to a higher realm where he’ll be
happier and see the grace of God. The more we encourage earthbound
spirits to stay here the more they’ll get into trouble. They need to
cross over, and if you truly care about someone you’ll help them do so.
It’s tough love.
Someone needs to contact his family and make them aware of what’s

going on. When someone dies under anesthesia and drugs, they can get
confused and stay earthbound. They turn to people, fans, etc to get
their attention. It is NOT normal to have such close communication with a
spirit. That means they are earthbound. Earthbound spirits turn to the
living for energy. Unfortunately it can cost the ones living their
sanity and health.
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Guest 2 weeks ago in reply to Nikki7
•
This has happened to me as well--just like you describe, addicted, strange associations strong romantic obsessive feelings
and daily searches trying to figure out the puzzle and hidden side of his life. I was never that big a fan before, and I don't even
tell anyone about this because its so unlike me. I'm almost his age--waayyy to old for this; but I am strangely enjoying the
dimension it brings...I will try to keep your comment in mind though. I wish him peace and light and love above all. What a
spirit! Thanks for articulating my thoughts without sounding crazy (to me anyway).
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Rfeinberg 3 days ago
•
The real MJ would know better than to so blatantly plagiarize Smokey Robinson's Tears of a Clown for his "Poem to Elizabeth
Taylor"!
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